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Ninja arashi apk mod

Ninja Arashi is an adventure game developer for Black Panther. This game is designed for an intensive platformer that is combined with RPG elements. During this game, it becomes Arashi - the legendary ninja fighting to take his son kidnapped orochi back. By owning many ultimate acrobatic weapons, you are ready to face enemies or menacing traps. Featuring simple but addicting gameplay, Ninja
Arashi really will give you an incredible experience and exciting moments. All you have to do when you play this game is collect diamonds and gold from enemies and use them to upgrade your abilities. By doing this, you can simply keep up with the difficulty of the game. Get yourself into the game now! StoryThe game itself begins with the main character, which is Arashi - a former ninja assassin. His poor
wife, unfortunately, has been killed by the main villain, Orochi. After that, Orochi kidnapped Arashi's son. So, the goal of the game is to basically load your son by overcoming a number of obstacles and difficulties on his way. As you might think, Orochi is much worse for ninjas, and he asks to chase Arashi. These ninjas try hard to impersonate Arashi, but they fail immediately. Being a fearless man and who
is his willingness to avenge his wife, Arashi is ready to fight against all enemies. His sadness makes him angry and stronger, so he fights valiantly so he can save his son from the devil. Ninja Arashi game is a good platformer. It is sensitive to control as well as long and fluid jumps. First, in terms of control, there are two arrows on the left side to move left or right. Then you'll see four buttons on the right that
are used to give different commands. For example, the jump button allows you to make jumps or double jumps. You can press the shruiken button to attack your enemies. It is also used to uncover secret rooms or to break vases and boxes. Thus, the camo button, which appears to be an all-purpose tool, allows Arashi to become another person or even an object. The transformation depends on what it is
equipped with. The function of this change is to help Arashi hide. Finally, the sword button has a significant effect on the dash attack and shattering shattering objects. However, camo and sword buttons are cooldown times after use. To reduce cooldown time, you need to upgrade these skills, or you can spam them over and over again. During the rescue, Arashi is able to maintain one-hit traps or enemies.
Therefore, to keep him alive, you have to use tools that are valued so much and creative. It can be rotating wheels, pieces of blood-covered spears, acid fountains, shielded enemies, falling spears, or hidden soldiers with rifles. There are countless tools that you can explore yourself when you play the game. In general, the developer is very creative in mixing and bundles these together, making players feel
more challenging and rewarding. Category: Action, AdventurePublisher: Black PantherReleased: April 13, 2017 Updated: July 26, 2020The latest version: 1.4Ded: Android 4.1 and above, Arashi has many unique powers that you can spend your entire day exploring your bodywork. These powers will help you protect him from evil ninjas. The most remarkable feature seems to be the ability to transform itself
into a lifeless object so that it can hide its enemies. Another superpower ninja Arashi is his fast speed. Specifically, it sometimes runs quickly within the range of appearance and disappearance simultaneously. Enemies don't see him clearly often and get confused. Speeding will help him reach his destination quickly in just more than 1 second. It is recommended to update kenjutsu and meditations. These
are the two main ways to keep your success in the game. Basically, there are four types of swords and weapons, and you should update them frequently. Here are some features of them: Kenjutsu: using this feature, you can deal with the immense damage to enemies and invulnerable of their attacks at the same time. Shurikenjutsu: this is Arashi's deadliest weapon. It kills enemies by throwing one
shuriken, and opponents die immediately. Hensojutsu: this is the invisible function that is mentioned above. By using it, Arashi temporarily conceals himself as an object, and the enemies cannot identify him in a short period of time. However, Arashi cannot use his powers or attack to jump to hide. Meditation: Arashi can maximize your life and shield duration after realtors passively. In other words, meditation
makes him stronger in combat. While things shop costs a lot of coins, you shouldn't miss it. Below are some necessary details: Wine Urn: 3000 coinsSamurai: 5000 coinsTree Trunk: 1000 coinsKnight: 4000 coinsThinker: 7000 coinsSsin: 10,000 coinsCulse Sexy: 15000 coins During the game, players should collect scrolls that are hidden at each level. Some are hard to find, but some are so easy. Keep in
mind that scrolling helps you move to the next level. So, you have to look for missed scrolls in each level you play. Become a legendary ninjaUpgrade skills in your characterBuy costumesEasy-to-control movements45 levels of three different maps Enjoy high quality graphicsProsFluid gameplayGreat voicesVery addictingResponsive controlConsGraphic Ninja Arashi is so beautiful the main black color.
Enemies, bear trap, long cliffs and knife stuck on the wall are completely black. They are vividly prominent in other mixed colors in the background. The traps are also marked with blood stains, so you can easily see them. In general, this game is very well designed, and the colors interface is amazingly beautiful. The music game is well in line with the track and gameplay. In other words, Arash has a big
sound. Looks like everything's perfect in this game. Keep the right button running continuously. Make sure your abilities are always full. Jump high as you head for the hole. If you see four enemies or more approaching you, hold the superpower button to disappear. Use the disappearing and fast driving button at the same time. Always keep running and only stop when there are obstacles to attack you along
the way. In general, Ninja Arashi Mod APK is an exciting game that is recommended to try and play. Thanks to its excellent control and beautiful user interface, it is worth downloading. Besides, it just takes 60MB of device storage without a price tag that is so ideal for Android owners. Another interesting thing about this game is that Arashi's son, whose name is Takashi, becomes ninja-like for his father
later. And this story has been developed for another game called Takashi Ninja Warrior. If you are a diehard fan platforming or adventure, these two games are indeed a must-get! Ninja Arashi (MOD, unlimited money) - an exciting action where you take control of a powerful warrior, your main task is to destroy all enemies who decided to attack your village. As you progress through the game, tear off new
beyond ability, buy more powerful weapons and change the appearance of the hero. Content : Ninja Arashi is a platformer mixed with intense RPG elements. In this game you play as Arashi, a legendary former ninja who fights his way into a corrupt world to save his kidnapped son from the hands of Orochi. With good acrobatics and deadly weapons, Arashi is ready to face traps and threatening enemies
that have vowed to protect Orochi.Features: * 3 different cards with 45 levels to play * Easy to control movement * Discover the beauty of high quality graphics * improve your character skills * buy inches ninja Arashi MOD APK Android 1.4 ScreenshotDescript:Ninja Arashi is an intensive platformer mixed with RPG elements. In this game you play as arashi, a former legendary ninja who wades his way
through a corrupt world to save his kidnapped son from the hands of Orochi. With its perfect acrobatic and deadly weapons, arashi is ready to face dangerous traps and enemies who have sworn to defend Orochi.Features:* 3 different cards with 45 levels to play * Easy to control movement * Discover the beauty of high * graphics * Upgrade your character skills * Buy costumes * Take on challenging battles
with Ninja Arashi in an intense platform game with mixed RPG elements. In this game, you play as arashi, the legendary ex-ninja who fights through the ruined world to save his kidnapped son from the hands of Orochi. With acrobatic weapons and good mortals, arashi is ready to face menacing traps and enemies who have sworn to defend Orochi. Ninja Arashi features simple but addictive gameplay,
offering exciting moments and unexpected You can improve skills by using gold and diamonds collected by enemies and environment to track the game's difficulties. Maneuver through traps, destroy enemies who will try to stop you and save your son. Features: - 3 different cards with 45 levels to play - Easy to control movement - Discover the beauty of high quality graphics - Update your character skills -
Buy costumes - Challenge yourself in hard battles - Become a ninja master! Master!
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